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KATARINA PETROVIĆ

Katarina Petrović (NL/RS) is an artist and researcher working 
at the intersections of art, science and humanities. Her work 
focuses on cosmogony, the process of creation and the notion 
of (infinite) generativeness, using media such as text, language, 
sound, and code.

Tracing the concept of creation as the (scientific) problem 
of ultimate origin (the birth of cosmos or the emergence of 
something out of nothing), her work explores the mysterious 
moment of appearance - the moment of noise becoming a signal, 
a random disturbance becoming meaningful information and 
words becoming flesh. Computation found in language, the 
magic technology of an executable code and the act of deep 
listening - all fundamentals to her artistic practice - aim to 
open up the space for imaginative to become real and for the 
real to become imaginative again.

Her works are essentially systems, developed in a series of 
iterations and presented as modular installations. Because 
these works are interdisciplinary by nature, she often  
collaborates with scientists and specialists from different 
fields, from (astro)physicists and philosophers to (computer)
engineers and various craftsmen (book, glass, metal). 

Katarina holds a MMus degree from ArtScience Interfaculty, 
Royal Conservatoire and Royal Academy of Arts in The Hague, 
and an MFA equivalent from the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Belgrade. She is a co-initiator of the ArtScience Forum platform 
and a podcast and art/media project Femkanje. She is also the 
managing director of Trixie The Hague artist collective and  a 
member of Stroom Den Haag. She is an affiliated researcher 
at the transdisciplinary research Center Leo Apostel (VUB) 
in Brussels where she coordinates an ArtScience research 
group. Katarina is a guest lecturer at the postgraduate School 
of Thinking (VUB), ArtScience Interfaculty in The Hague and 
the RITSC School of Arts (Winter School 2022) in Brussels.

Recent Exhibitions: Wat ik je nog wilde zeggen, TENT 
Rotterdam, 2020; Window <3 Lab 1.0, Trixie The Hague 2020; 
Femkanje - Spaces of Togetherness, Podroom gallery, Cultural 
Center Belgrade 2021;  [蒸汽船] Steamboat @ Trixie, The Hague 
& ruimteCAESUUR, Middelburg 2020; Isekle smo kablove, 
Museum of Contemporary Art Vojvodina, Novi Sad; Finalist’s 
exhibition, Dimitrije Bašičević Mangelos award, Remont 
gallery, Belgrade 2019.

Awards: Dimitrije Bašičević Mangelos 2019 award [Young 
Visual Artist Award] for emerging visual artists from Serbia, 
and her work was previously nominated for the Emotional 
Synthesis, FutureDome prize in Milano, 2018 and in 2016 the 
Master ArtScience award, Royal Academy of Arts, The Hague.
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ONLINE EXHIBITION, 2020  
@ MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, BELGRADE

HTTPS://NEGATIVEPOETRY.COM

KATARINA PETROVIĆ NEGATIVE POETRY

https://negativepoetry.com
https://negativepoetry.com


Negative Poetry is an exhibition

Negative Poetry is a work in progress

Negative Poetry is algorithmic

Negative Poetry is not negative

Negative Poetry is approaching zero

Negative Poetry is being in uncertainty

Negative Poetry is mysterious

Negative Poetry

Negative Poetry is revealing the self

Negative Poetry is collective

Negative Poetry is writing

Negative Poetry is performative

Negative Poetry is rhythm

KATARINA PETROVIĆ

Negative Poetry is an experiment in language, part of an ongoing 
research into creative processes, language and the concept of 
Origin. The work centers around the entanglement of matter and 
meaning by focusing on the intriguing and paradoxical concept of 
zero - that which is both something and nothing at the same time.

The idea for this work comes from the mathematical concept 
of approaching zero and the concept of cancellation where -n 
and n result in 0. In calculus, if we want to find the value of an 
essentially indeterminate form - zero - we try to approximate it 
by finding its ‘nearby’ values. We can thus approach zero from 
positive and/or negative direction and the resulting limit of each 
equation approaches different infinities (∞ and-∞) as it gets closer 
and closer to 0. The key question is can the same be applied to 
natural language?

The research consists of two experimental setups - the Negative 
Poetry Machine Algorithm, a custom made software that 
translates the Bible into its negative using the database of the 
Oxford English Dictionary, and the Negative Poetry Human 
Algorithm, a live online performance made of nine people 
and developed in collaboration with Orion Maxted and The 
Interactions group - a trans-disciplinary thought-band consisting 
of roughly 20 artists and scientists investigating self-organization 
and collective intelligence, hosted by the Institute for Advanced 
Studies, University of Amsterdam.

Interactors: Orion Maxted (theatre maker/artscientist), Katarina 
Petrović (artscientist), Renske Vroomans (evolutionary biologist), Enrico 

Sandro Colizzi (evolutionary biologist), Izabelė Jonušaitė (philosopher), 
Sára Iványi (poet), Thomas Dudkiewicz (theatre maker), Marie Groothof 

(theatre maker) and Cadell Last (philosopher). Programming and 
technical support by Keez Duyves (PIPSlab) and Jur de Vries.

Negative Poetry Machine Algorithm: is developed by Milos Grujić using 
Oxford English Dictionary and was supported by OED researcher access.

NEGATIVE POETRY

Negative Poetry is an online research exhibition, realized as part of 
the Mangelos Award exhibition program (Young Visual Artists Award 
in Serbia)and was virtually hosted at the Museum of Science and 
Technology in Belgrade. Due to the pandemic, the exhibition was 
moved completely online and it opened with a live online performance .

The exhibition was followed by a talk with Miroslav Karić (curator), 
Dubravka Đurić (literature & media theoretician, poet), moderated by 
Ljiljana Ilić (poet, translator).



HTTPS://NEGATIVEPOETRY.COM/WELCOME.HTML

KATARINA PETROVIĆ NEGATIVE POETRY

https://negativepoetry.com/welcome.html
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NEGATIVE BIBLE V.1, NEGATIVE POETRY MACHINE ALGORITHM, 2020 
HTTPS://NEGATIVEPOETRY.COM/MACHINE-ALGORITHM.HTML

KATARINA PETROVIĆ NEGATIVE POETRY

https://negativepoetry.com/machine-algorithm.html
https://negativepoetry.com/machine-algorithm.html


ONLINE PERFORMANCE, NEGATIVE POETRY HUMAN ALGORITHM, 2020 
MADE IN COLLABORATION WITH ORION MAXTED AND THE INTERACTIONS GROUP, IAS (UVA) 

HTTPS://NEGATIVEPOETRY.COM/HUMAN-ALGORITHM.HTML

KATARINA PETROVIĆ NEGATIVE POETRY

https://negativepoetry.com/human-algorithm.html
https://negativepoetry.com/human-algorithm.html


WINDOW <3 LAB 1.0 WITH SOFIA BULGAKOVA @ TRIXIE THE HAGUE, 2020/21

KATARINA PETROVIĆ NEGATIVE BIBLE V.1.0



Negative Poetry Machine Algorithm (Negative Bible v.1.0) is 
a custom made software that translates the Bible into its 
negative using the database of the Oxford English Dictionary. 
This first version was designed to search for word antonyms 
in three levels. First level are direct antonyms of the word, if 
not found the machine searches for word synonyms and for 
each of those their antonyms. Multiple negative translation 
results are used randomly throughtout the text - leaving the 
possibility for always a different kind of negative Bible. The 
code was minimally optimized for better readability. 

INSTALLATION STREET VIEW - DETAIL  
[GENERATED TEXT, WEB PAGE, SCREEN]  

@ WINDOW <3 LAB, TRIXIE, THE HAGUE, 2020/21

KATARINA PETROVIĆ NEGATIVE BIBLE V.1.0



KATARINA PETROVIĆ LEXICON LIBER NOVUS V.3.0

INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION  
[GENERATIVE BOOK, SOFTWARE, PRINT ON GLASS, CARBON, MODULAR STEEL TUBES, GLASS]  

@ WAT IK JE NOG WILDE ZEGGEN, TENT, ROTTERDAM, 2020/21



The interactive installation Lexicon Liber Novus v.2.0 consists 
of several elements in a modular structure: generated book, 
interactive software, printed diagrams on glass and pure carbon 
dust.

Lexicon Liber Novus is an algorithmically generated book that 
starts with a verse from the first of the Two English Poems 
written by Jorge Luis Borges in 1934: 

We talked and you have forgotten the words.

Following a rule that every word is unknown, the algorithm 
indexes and explains all the words in the given sentence, all the 
words in the explanations, all the words in those explanations 
and so on. First word in the verse starts with an assigned 
reference to number one, second word to number two and 
as a new, unindexed word comes up - within the definitions 
of previously indexed words, it gets the next natural number 
assigned in order to be explained as well. Using the order of 
natural numbers for indexation and arrangement of contents, 
and an Oxford English Dictionary as a source of word definitions, 
the book encompasses 47.152 indexed words and more then 2 
million processed words overall. Therefore, in order to explain 
the first 8 words, 47.144 other words needed to be explained as 
well. Spiral or causal arrangements of the contents means the 
book can be seen as a self-contained world where every point is 
intrinsically connected to every other.

Interactive software allows visitors to generate a book by 
themselves using other initial sentences. All generated results are 
automatically uploaded online. The diagrams are visualisations of 
the Lexicon’s algorithmic process and are composed of a total of 8 
square tablets, measuring 16 x 16 cm.

KATARINA PETROVIĆ LEXICON LIBER NOVUS V.3.0

INSTALLATION VIEW - DETAIL  
[INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, DIAGRAMS]  

@ WAT IK JE NOG WILDE ZEGGEN, TENT, ROTTERDAM, 2020/21



KATARINA PETROVIĆ LEXICON LIBER NOVUS

GENERATED BOOK, 2016 [SOFTWARE, EDITION OF 1, 3924 PAGES, (25X25X27CM)] 
@ WAT IK JE NOG WILDE ZEGGEN, TENT, ROTTERDAM, 2020/21



KATARINA PETROVIĆ

GENERATED BOOK -DETAIL 
@ MY PRACTICE MY POLITICS, STROOM DEN HAAG, 2018

LEXICON LIBER NOVUS



KATARINA PETROVIĆ

INSTALLATION VIEW DETAIL - DIAGRAMS, 2018 [8 GLASS PLATES, 16X16CM] 
@ WAT IK JE NOG WILDE ZEGGEN, TENT, ROTTERDAM, 2020/21

LEXICON LIBER NOVUS V.3.0



Project collaboration: Jan-Kees van Kampen - software 
development, Gabor Kerekes - assistance in print preparation, 
Repro- van de Kamp, The Hague - print and support.

The realisation was supported by: Stroom Den Haag, Stimulerings 
Creative Industries Fund NL, The Embassy of the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands, Michael Roumen and Center for Promotion of 
Science, Belgrade.

Video documentation of The Heart of Darkness, solo exhibition at 
U10 Art Space in Belgrade (2018): https://vimeo.com/327565805 

KATARINA PETROVIĆ LEXICON LIBER NOVUS V.3.0

INSTALLATION VIEW DETAIL - CARBON 
@ WAT IK JE NOG WILDE ZEGGEN, TENT, ROTTERDAM, 2020/21

https://vimeo.com/327565805


KATARINA PETROVIĆ COSMOLOGICUS V.2.0

GENERATIVE INSTALLATION 
[ JUPITER RADIO, SOFTWARE, 32 BOOKS, STEEL TUBES, GLASS, PLEXIGLASS, WATER, PROJECTION]  

@ HEART OF DARKNESS SOLO EXHIBITION, U10 ART SPACE, BEGRADE 2018



Cosmologicus is a generative installation in which the radio 
emissions from Jupiter are translated into language as a form 
of an automated poetry. An invisible order of electron particles 
coming from a distant planet is deciphered with the use of the 
Lexicon Liber Novus book and its word-number database. The 
signal is obtained from NASA’s amateur radio community Radio 
Jove, and analysed by measuring the amplitude, that is the 
strength of the signal. Subsequently, the sampled numerical 
values are linked to the corresponding words in the Lexicon 
database, resulting in a semiotic stream.

Sculpted as a quatrain, the stream is then projected into the black 
water cube and the original audio recording can be heard on the 
headphones.

Jupiter is the largest planet in our Solar system. Referred to as 
a gas giant, Jupiter  stands as a powerful source of radio waves 
in the spectral region stretching from several kilohertz to tens 
of megahertz. These radio emissions penetrate our atmosphere 
and can be registered on the ground. Jupiter is the only planet we 
can effectively hear from the Earth and we have been listening 
to it for over 60 years now, since the discovery in 1955. When in 
good position (not coinciding with Sun’s trajectory) and when our 
atmosphere stops ionising in the wail of the night, we hear Jupiter. 
In a way, Jupiter is the sun of our night sky. The sun of the dark.

KATARINA PETROVIĆ COSMOLOGICUS V.2.0

GENERATIVE INSTALLATION 
[ JUPITER RADIO, SOFTWARE, 32 BOOKS, STEEL TUBES, GLASS, PLEXIGLASS, WATER, PROJECTION]  
@ HEART OF DARKNESS SOLO EXHIBITION, U10 ART SPACE, BEGRADE 2018



GENERATIVE INSTALLATION - DETAIL 
[ JUPITER RADIO, SOFTWARE, 32 BOOKS, STEEL TUBES, GLASS, PLEXIGLASS, WATER, PROJECTION]  

@ HEART OF DARKNESS SOLO EXHIBITION, U10 ART SPACE, BEGRADE 2018

A textual record of vibrations inaudible to the human ear, is 
generated during the show. The collection of previously generated 
and recorded 16.000 poems makes a volume of 32 books.

Project collaboration: Mirko Lazović & Edo Paulus - software 
development; Dora Kerekes - technical assistance in preparation 
for print; Vera van de Seyp - book design.

The realisation was supported by: Stroom Den Haag, Stimulerings 
Creative Industries Fund NL, The Embassy of the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands, Michael Roumen and Center for Promotion of 
Science, Belgrade.

KATARINA PETROVIĆ COSMOLOGICUS V.2.0



GENERATIVE INSTALLATION - PROJECTION DETAIL

KATARINA PETROVIĆ COSMOLOGICUS



KATARINA PETROVIĆ COSMOLOGICUS V.2.8

GENERATIVE INSTALLATION 
[SOFTWARE, JUPITER RADIO, 32 BOOKS, STEEL TUBES, GLASS TABLET, MIRROR]  

@ MANGELOS AWARD FINALIST’S EXHIBITION, REMONT GALLERY, BEGRADE 2019



KATARINA PETROVIĆ COSMOLOGICUS V.2.8

JUPITER POETRY BOOKS 
[SOFTWARE, 32 GENERATIVE BOOKS, EDITION OF 1, 504 PAGES EACH]  

@ MANGELOS AWARD FINALIST’S EXHIBITION, REMONT GALLERY, BEGRADE 2019



KATARINA PETROVIĆ COSMOLOGICUS V.2.8

GENERATIVE INSTALLATION - SOFTWARE DETAIL 
@ MANGELOS AWARD FINALIST’S EXHIBITION, REMONT GALLERY, BEGRADE 2019



SOUND INSTALLATION [GLASS VACUUM CHAMBER, MICROPHONE, SPEAKER]  
@ SONICA FESTIVAL, LJUBLJANA, 2017 

VIDEO DOCUMENTATION: HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/253613145

KATARINA PETROVIĆ ORIGIN

https://vimeo.com/253613145


SOUND INSTALLATION [GLASS VACUUM CHAMBER, MICROPHONE, SPEAKER]  
TEST LAB: SUMMER SESSIONS HOMECOMING 
@ V2_ LAB FOR UNSTABLE MEDIA, ROTTERDAM, 2018

The Origin is a prototype and an experiment, part of an ongoing 
research on the notion of cosmogony and creation. The work 
explores the properties of sound in low pressure environments. 
It is an acoustic feedback system consisting of a speaker and a 
microphone embedded in a glass sphere. The container is being 
periodically vacuumed from atmospheric pressure (~1000 mbar) 
to almost zero (-0,85 mbar). In the process of slow leakage of air, 
the sound generated in the feedback loop exhibits strange and 
fascinating properties.

Once an acoustic feedback loop, the system swiftly shifts into 
mechanical feedback in the conditions of rarified air. Going from 
pressure to vibration, the sound further propagates through the 
walls of the chamber, effectively expanding the container, letting 
more air particles in and acting as a pressure wave outside of 
the glass. Moreover, the slightest changes in the environment 
conditions (pressure, tem-perature, gas composition) transform 
the dynamics and properties of sound. Arguably, we could say 
that not only does the space create sound (the noise of being) 
but also that sound creates space (vibration, pressure, quantum 
fluctuation). The two seem to be inseparable.

0rigin v.1.0 was produced as part of the Summer Sessions 
Network for Talent Development in a co-production of MoTA, 
Ljubljana and V2_ Lab for the Unstable Media, Rotterdam, with 
support of the Creative Industries Fund NL.

KATARINA PETROVIĆ ORIGIN



KATARINA PETROVIĆ

Signal/Noise
Eric Kluitenberg

“Some say it’s conversation
But you hear incoherent cries 
Like static between two stations 
William insists it ain’t just noise” 
P. Blegvad - Blue Eyed Wiliam, 1983

All human activity and experience is organised in space and time. Yet 
we understand little of the origin of space and time. That is to say 
that we can trace, in part through technologi- cally enhanced forms 
of observation, the points of origin of existing things, while we cannot 
trace the origin of existence itself. Bound by the finitude of our own 
existence, as mortal human beings, we are prone to extend this 
specific experience of time, the passing between birth and death, to a 
cosmological scale. To understand as it were what it was that gave birth 
to our universe, to all universes (existing and possible / potential).

Mother, that which gives birth, the point of origin, sits at the heart of 
the word ‘matter’ in the latin root of the word, ‘mat’, signifying ‘mother’ 
- that which gave birth, the point of origin. An origin that is lost after 
our inception into this existing universe. The moment of its final loss, 
when mother dies, invariably is a moment of absolute existential crisis: 
the loss of origin is an absolute ‘terror’ (an existential fear), a point 
of absolute darkness, quickly blotted out by the light of existence.

Despite this overexposure by what actually exists, the here and now, a 
nagging feeling remains behind, vaguely discernible in the background 
noise of daily flows of activity. Where is the lost origin? How did I 
come into existence, how did all that which actually exists come into 
exis- tence? What preceded this point of origin? Similar in kind and 
significance to the analysis of background noise in cosmic radiation, 
which might give us clues as to the origin of our existing universe. And 
yet the answer to these questions eludes us for the infinity time.

Can we get closer to the point of origin by examining these noise patterns, 
looking for trac- es, signals from a prehuman past? Is there meaning, 
semantics, in these emanations of noise of activity and radiation? Can we 
make them intelligible? Can we create technological perceptual protheses 
that are adequate to the scale and intensity of cosmic data generation?

A curious effect of such perceptual machines is that they very quickly 
start to operate at a scale and intensity (speed) that transcends the 
limits of the human cognitive apparatus. To see requires time, a 
minimal exposure time, beneath which nothing is visible at all. These 
percep- tual machines, operating in a machine time of ultra short 
duration, exceed and disappear from human perception. In doing so 
they render whatever it is that they perceive entirely obscure to us. We 
have no access to their operations because their duration is too short 
for the human cog- nitive apparatus to perceive anything at all.

All these questions are at the heart of the artistic quest that the works 
of Katarina Petrovic encircle - principally without offering us an answer.

We might ask, is this quest for the point of origin and its own 
coming into being, therefore a principally absurd undertaking?

The answer is “Yes!”, but the undertaking is nonetheless 
an inextricable part of human existence.

“These noises, do they serve a purpose? 
Or are they merely arbitrary?”
P. Blegvad - Blue Eyed Wiliam, 1983

ABOUT MY WORK

    

ERIC KLUITENBERG IS A CULTURAL AND MEDIA THEORIST, WRITER, EDUCATOR AND CURATOR, 
LIVING AND WORKING IN THE NETHERLANDS.



KATARINA PETROVIĆ

Order out of 
Chaos
Francis Heylighen

Probably the most fundamental problem in the whole of science is 
the origin of the universe. We have increasingly detailed theories of 
how the primordial energy generated in the Big Bang de- veloped 
into atoms, molecules, stars, planets and living organisms. But a 
theory of the ultimate origin must explain how the cosmos emerged 
out of emptiness. Yet, how can nothing be a cause for something? 
Present-day cosmology evades the problem by viewing the origin 
of the universe as a mathematical “singularity”, i.e. a point where 
time, space, and natural law cease to exist. This means that we 
cannot extrapolate backward to what came before the Big Bang.

At the level of quantum physics, we do not really need a cause, 
though. For example, consider a radioactive atom. At some random 
instant in time, it will disintegrate into smaller particles. What caused 
the atom to decay at that particular moment, and not at another 
one? According to quantum theory, it is impossible to say: there is a 
fundamental uncertainty built into such microscopic processes.

This uncertainty principle even applies to empty space, or what physicists 
call the “vacuum”. By definition the total energy of the vacuum is 
zero, since there is nothing there to hold energy. Yet, according to 
quantum theory the local energy of the vacuum is actually uncertain, 
and for sufficiently short time intervals, it can take on arbitrarily 
large values. These unpredict- able variations in energy are called 
“quantum fluctuations of the vacuum”. They appear as virtu- al particle-
antiparticle pairs. These are called “virtual” because they are so short-
lived that we cannot directly observe them: the newly created particle 
and antiparticle almost immediately annihilate each other again.

To create a universe out of nothing, we need an additional 
mechanism: one that would separate particles and antiparticles, 
positive and negative energies, so that the zero-energy vacu-
um would acquire a differentiated structure. An example of such a 
mechanism is Hawking radiation: if the antiparticle is absorbed by 
a black hole, it can no longer annihilate its particle partner, which 
is now free to travel away. Therefore, black holes (harbouring 
negative energy) appear to emit or radiate particles (carrying 
positive energy). But this mechanism requires the existence of a 
black hole, and therefore it cannot explain the ultimate origin.

The quest is on to understand how a cosmos could emerge from the 
primordial chaos of the quan- tum vacuum. Such understanding will 
require a fundamentally new conceptualization of spontaneous creative 
processes. These are the processes that generate differentiation in 
an initially homo- geneous medium, providing it with a meaningful 
structure. My own research in theoretical physics, systems theory 
and cybernetics has been focusing on such processes of “symmetry-
breaking” or “self-organization”, and the feedback mechanisms 
that fuel them. An example of self-organiza- tion is the formation of 
crystals in an initially homogeneous salt solution that evaporates.

The artistic work of Katarina Petrović is an exploration of such 
processes, conceptually as well as physically. For example, one of her 
installations, “Origin”, attempts to create a physical vacuum in a glass 
container, while generating a sound through the feedback between a 
microphone and a loudspeaker. Another work, “Lexicon Liber Novus”, 
uses an algorithm that generates an ever-expanding text from a few 
seed words. And “Cosmologicus” lets the cosmos produce its own 
poetic text, using a similar algorithm to convert intensities of radiation 
emitted by the plan- et Jupiter into words. In this way, Petrović probes 
the “heart of darkness”, the no-man’s land between science and art, 
philosophy and spirituality, where the ultimate origin remains hidden.

For more details:
Heylighen, F. (2010). The Self-Organization of Time and 
Causality: Steps Towards Understanding the Ultimate 
Origin. Foundations of Science, 15(4), 345-356. 
Petrovic, K. (2018). On Cosmogony (ECCO Working Papers No. 2018-02)

ABOUT MY WORK

    

FRANCIS HEYLIGHEN IS A CYBERNETICIST AND THEORETICAL PHYSICIST. HE WORKS AS A RESEARCH 
PROFESSOR AT THE FREE UNIVERSITY OF BRUSSELS (VUB), WHERE HE DIRECTS THE TRANS-
DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH CENTRE CLEA.

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/bb79/dccdcc7c832badcae98ff- decf163945255ed.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/bb79/dccdcc7c832badcae98ff- decf163945255ed.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/bb79/dccdcc7c832badcae98ff- decf163945255ed.pdf
http://katarinapetrovic. net/on-cosmogony.pdf
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